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As the tension in the middle
east, Africa and east Europe
continues to escalate we must,
more than ever, be aware not
only of what we can do to avoid
falling victim to terrorists but
also of the role each and every
one of us can play in assisting
the emergency services and
the military in combating the
real and ongoing threat. We
must all be aware that people
from all different backgrounds,
races and faith are able to
pull together to help to tackle

terrorism.
With
increased
vigilance amongst the public
and the business community
this
potentially
provides
millions more opportunities
to identify and assist in the
prevention of terrorist activity.

Dont Keep it to Yourself!

The Enemy Within
Terrorists are difficult to spot.
They can blend in with everyday
life with frightening ease and live
amongst us undetected whilst
they are collating information,
materials and reconnaissance
necessary to carry out or assist
in terrorist activity. But they
need certain things in order
to do this and it can these
materials and equipment, their
financial activity or the use
of false documents that can
give them away. The police
and the government have
many methods of becoming
aware of them but often the
most accurate and important
information can be that which
is obtained and passed on by
workmates, neighbours, friends
and even family members.

You should trust your
instincts and inform the
police. It could be nothing,
it could be a criminal gang
planning a raid or it could
be terrorist activity.

‘‘

errorism has long cast
a shadow over the lives
of British people. Within
most of our lifetimes
there has been activity that
has killed and maimed innocent
people,
caused
massive
disruption and instilled a
sense of fear into our minds.
Many years now after the IRA
troubles had ceased, we faced
the new threat of attacks on
our mainland from other areas,
less close to home, but no less
dangerous and terrifying.

...................................................................................................................................................................................

zƆƏƆƋƋƍƐƆƐƈƋƒƈƅƐƈƌƇƐƆƏƏƏƈƌƗƇƏƐƐƏƆ
ƓƆƒƆƗƑƐƕƐƊƓƌƑƅƍƈƄƋƆƄƑƐƓƐ
undermine this constant enemy.
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onlinei
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Banks and other legitimate
businesses don’t ask for
sensitive information via
email. Don’t respond to
any request for financial
information that comes to
you in an email.

he advance of the
internet has meant
that more of us than
ever now make online
purchases. Anything from a
new car to the weekly groceries
can be ordered and paid for over
the internet and unfortunately
this has opened a massive
window of opportunity for
criminals. The following advice
is useful for all online shoppers
and the general rule of thumb
is that if you are unsure about
a company, an individual or
an offer, it is best to either
make enquiries or avoid the
process altogether.

T

1. If it looks too good to be
true, it probably is
Beware of so called “get rich
quick” schemes or products
with
extraordinary
claims
or financial products with
extraordinary returns. Use
some common sense before
purchasing or signing up to
products and services. If in
doubt ask the advice of a friend
or family member, or contact
Action Fraud for free advice.
2. Shop at secure websites
A
secure
website
will
use
protective
encryption
technology
to
transfer

‘‘
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MAY THE
FORCE BE
WITH YOU!

Social Media
The use of social media sites
such as Facebook and Twitter
is now ubiquitous throughout
the world. Consequently it now
has an increasing presence in
crime fighting in a number of
ways. Most UK forces now have
their own Facebook page which
is used to help in a number
of ways.

jƆƈƐƆƏƆƐƅƆƗƐƆƓƕƓƆƗƋƐƇƐƈèƐƋƆƐ
ƇƋƋƍƓƈƐƕƅƆƈƐƆƓƕƌƆƕƆƔƅƆ
ƗèƅƏƈƌƈƋƏƆƑƈƐƈƐƐƆƋƇƏƌƑê

MAY THE FORCE BE WITH YOU

The Future Of Policing
We may be a few years away
from Robocop style law
enforcement, but the reality
of the huge advancements in
technology is one embraced
by the police force. Their ability
to implement change and
incorporate it into their skills for
fighting crime mean that they
are staying one step ahead of
the criminals. Here’s a look at
some of the modern methods
employed by the police both
here and around the world,
and a glimpse at the future
of policing!

Be on guard online
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Ï Facebook
allows
forces
to share new content and
information
relating
to
services, initiatives, meetings,
events and campaigns.
Ï An RSS feed from press
releases can be published on
a force’s website;
Ï Links to relevant online
media coverage;
Ï Information and links that
are relevant to police work
and the services they provide
as well as asking questions
to gauge public opinion
on a range of formal and
informal topics.
All of this helps people to feel
that they have a direct link to
their local force, and increases
the benefits of community
policing. The police are able to
issue appeals for witnesses
to crimes, and post warnings
about topical issues such as
increases in bogus callers in a
certain area.
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Bike Theft
There is little that will stop
a very determined bike thief
from getting their target;
however you can certainly
undertake a number of
steps to make it as hard as
possible for them. Follow
these tips to lock thieves
out and ensure your bike
remains as safe and secure
as possible.

..................................................................................................................
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f ever a sport has seen
enjoyed a rapid increase
in popularity over recent
years, it is cycling. Fuelled by
the success of athletes such as
Bradley Wiggins and Chris Hoy
who have become household
names in the UK, the explosion
in popularity means that more
of us than ever are opting for
two wheels rather than four.
And the bikes themselves
have evolved to new levels of
excellence – whilst still being
by far the cheaper option than
running a car or using public
transport, it is not unusual for
people to be purchasing bikes
valued at hundreds, or even
thousands of pounds. This,

I

unfortunately, means that to a
thief, bicycle theft constitutes
a relatively low risk, high
reward crime. The police offer
the following advice to bicycle
owners so you can make sure
the thieves get on their bike,
and not yours!
Keep Your Bike Secure
There is little that will stop a
very determined bike thief from
getting their target; however
you can certainly undertake
a number of steps to make it
as hard as possible for them.
Follow these tips to lock
thieves out and ensure your
bike remains as safe and secure
as possible.

‘‘
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Bike Theft
zƈƐƌƏƆƐƑƐƆƒƆƏƐƈƊƈƐƓƓƆƆƋƗè
ƇƑƏƓƆƆƋƄƗèƐƈƆƒƆƏƆƅƍƈƐƋƈƈƐƆƍƍƑƋƏƈƐƕ
ƇƐƆƅƕƅƋƈƅƏƖƆê
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Dealing with Minor Injuries
As we know, our emergency services spend countless hours dealing with
unnecessary work. One of the key problems is with people going directly to A & E
with minor injuries that could be dealt with either by a GP, a medical centre, or even
at home. The following guide contains injuries that many people consider going to
accident and emergency with, but most can be dealt with safely by yourself or a
family member or friend. If in doubt, always call the NHS helpline or your doctor.

Injury: Minor burns and scalds
Many thousands of people are affected by these every week due to the fact that the main causes are
something that most of us are regularly exposed to such as:
Radiation – Sunlight, sunbeds
Direct Heat – Irons, kettles, cookers, machinery
Electricity – domestic supply appliances
Extreme Cold – freezing temperatures, frozen objects

(

Injury: Contusions( ( Bruises

A bruise is caused by damaged capillaries bleeding under the skin. This is often caused by a trauma
to the part of the body where the bruise appears. It will usually be visible, appearing as a blue/purple/
black colouration.

Chemicals – industrial or domestic
Scalds – hot liquids, fats, steam.

TREATMENT
TREATMENT

Ï`ƆƌƒƆƐƆƑƏƅƆƇƐƆƄƑƏƗƇƆƋƕƍƈƄƋƆ
Ï`ƆƌƒƆƅƋƐƈƇƏƌƐƆƏƆƗƇƋƑƐƆƓƑƗƓƈƐƐƆƍƈƗƓƐƆƏƇƏƌƈƈƌƑƌƇƐƆƌƈƑƐƆê

The best way to deal with a person with bruising is to use the RICE technique!

Ï`ƆƌƒƆƉƆƓƆƋƋƆƏƕƇƏƌƏƑƗƐƆƈƐƆƇƐƆƓƑƗê

R - Rest the area where the bruising is occurring
I - Apply Ice (over a covering to avoid freezer burn)
C - Compress the area
E - Elevate (if possible)

Ï#ƐƏƆƌƒƆƕƐƈƐƐƈƐƑƅƊƐƐƆƄƑƏƐƊƈê
Ï0ƏƆƋƆƅƐƏƈƅƋƄƑƏèƆƑƏƆƐƐƐƆƑƏƅƆƄƆƆƗƈƅƆƅƐƆƗê

The RICE technique is also useful when dealing with strains and sprains.

Injury: Minor Cuts / Grazes)
Although they may not even bleed, minor cuts are a source of discomfort and can also leave the body
exposed to infections. Grazing will involve the top layer of the skin (epidermis) being rubbed away
and exposing nerve endings.

Dealing with Minor Injuries
Many calls are made unnecessarily to the emergency services
éƆƏƆôƌƆƄƈƅƇƈƏƐƈƗƐƈƍƐƐƅƑƋƗƒƆƐƐƅƋƋ

TREATMENT
Inspect the wound for any embedded objects and clean the affected area with sterile wipes. If there
is continuous bleeding then apply pressure to the wound. Apply a sterile dressing to the area.
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Front Line
Heroes
A paramedic was assaulted
while treating a casualty
who was injured in a crash
in Leicester. - No one was
seriously injured in the
collision but whilst the
paramedic was treating
one of the drivers she was
assaulted and received
significant injuries.

...........................................................................................................................................................
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riday night in almost
every A & E department
in the UK, sees a similar
picture being painted.
Doctors, nurses and all the
important staff that play a role
in the efficient safe running
of a hospital department, all
working to the best of their
ability to ensure the repair of
the injured, wounded and sick.

F

Given that it is their expertise
that saves lives, one would
like to think that the recipients
of such expert care would be
grateful. Unfortunately the
truth is that a member of
hospital staff can often be as
likely to get a black eye as they
are a thank you card.
Attacks on NHS staff have seen
an increase in recent years, and
one reason may be attributable
to the increase in attacks being
reported due to encouragement

from their employer. Whereas
in the past many minor assaults
may have been accepted as
an occupational hazard, the
NHS is keen to ensure as
many prosecutions are carried
out against perpetrators as
possible to send a message
to the masses that it will not
be tolerated, and that the
consequences will be harsh.
This is not as clear-cut as it
seems though, as the steepest
rise in attacks is carried out
by patients who are receiving
treatment and can argue
that their condition was a
contributory factor in making
the attack which according
to experts means that a
criminal conviction is unlikely.
One also has to consider the
possibility of an assault from
a patient with mental health
problems or in pain, so it is
not as straightforward as you
may think.

‘‘
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Any ‘phone calls you receive
from banks asking you
to update your personal
information should be treated
with extreme caution. Call the
switchboard of the company
in question (you can often find
the number on statements
and documents you have
been sent previously) and
ask to be put through to the
person that called you.

............................................................................................................
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Identity Fraud
Identity fraud is best described
as the use of that stolen identity
in criminal activity to obtain
goods or services by deception.

If you’re a victim of identity
theft, it can lead to fraud that
can have a direct impact on
your personal finances and
could also make it difficult for
you to obtain loans, credit cards
or a mortgage until the matter
is resolved.

Fraudsters can use your
identity details to:
Ï Open bank accounts
Ï Obtain credit cards, loans and
state benefits
Ï Order goods in your name
Ï Take over your existing
accounts
Ï Take out mobile phone
contracts
Ï Obtain genuine documents
such as passports and driving
licences in your name

dentity theft occurs when
criminals access enough
personal
information
about your identity (such
as your name, date of birth,
current or previous addresses)
to commit identity fraud.
Identity theft can take place
whether the fraud victim is
alive or deceased.

‘‘
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Bogus callers commit a
horrible
distressing
crime
which, in addition to being out
of pocket or burgled, often

‘‘

From criminals using it to steal your money, to terrorists using it
ƐƅƏƄƏƗƆƏèƐƆƐƆƇƐƇƑƏƈƗƆƐƈƐƕƈƇƅƅƆƏƐƆƒƆƏƕ
ƆƇƑƌƊƆƑƏƆƕƑƗôƐƇƋƋƍƏƆƕƐƐƆ9#ƐƅƆƏ

Rogue Traders and Bogus Callers

Although the use of ID cards
is helpful in identifying
people who are genuinely
calling from a company or
organisation, bogus callers
can also use this to their
advantage, so don’t just
accept a quick flash of a
card as authenticating the
persons ID.

dƌƆƗƒƈƅƆƐƏƆƗƄƆƇƏƆƕƑƓƆƏƐƆƗƏƐƐƅƑƋƗ
ƒƆƕƑƇƏƌƄƆƅƌƈƒƈƅƐƈƌƇƆƏƈƑƅƏƈƌƆê

‘‘

How do they do it?
These bogus callers are skilled
at what they do – they gain
entry to your property using
lies and deceit rather than a
crowbar and screwdriver, but
the end result is the same.
They will target the naïve, the
elderly, and even the disabled;
but are so proficient and
convincing that they can dupe
all but the most cautious home
or business owner. A bogus
caller incident is typically an
incident where the caller gave
false or misleading details
to gain entry to premises or
obtain work, and either by their
manner, actions or persistence
stole or otherwise deceived
or confused the occupant into
parting with cash or property.
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Gone in
ten seconds
Criminals capitalise on
apathy, and if you aren’t as
alert as you should be then
this will be the moment
they strike! In the 21st
century people are more
likely than ever to have
high value items in their
car. Items most commonly
stolen from cars include
iPads, Sat Navs, laptops
and smart phones.

.....................................................................................................................................................
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Invasion of the ID Snatchers!

RCPMagazine

Rogue Traders &
Bogus Callers
nown by the police as
“Distraction Burglars”,
but call them what you
will – it all amounts
to the same thing which is
a criminal or criminals using
sneaky, devious tactics to try
and gain entry to our homes and
businesses. Many will employ
the use of false ID, or try and
convince their victim that they
are calling in relation to work
that needs doing on your home
or business premises. Others
will come across as insurance
or bank representatives, the list
is almost endless and as they
ply their evil trade it serves to
undermine the good reputation
of honest businesspeople.
We would like to bring to your
attention some of the more
common
ruses
employed
by these people in order to
raise heightened awareness
of their scams and help you to
stay safe.

6ƓƐƆnEôƆƏƈƅƅƏƈƌƆƇƈƐƆƏƗƋƈƇƆƒƆƏƒƆƐƗƆƋ
ƓƈƐƐƆƍƏƄƋƆƌƇƐƆƈƏƓƋƈƒƆƅƌƈƑƗƆƏƐƏƆƐ
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Front Line Heroes
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Dont Keep it to

Yourself
T
‘‘

hat’s right – ten
seconds is all it takes for
a criminal to either steal
your car or the valuables
inside it. Car thieves are
quick, silent and frighteningly
efficient so why make their
job easier? Although thefts
of and from vehicles is on the
decline there are still over two
million reported incidents every
year, the majority of which are
avoidable if people were aware
of the simple steps they can
and should take to deter a thief.
Most preventative measures
are low-cost, and largely
involve common sense so
please make use of this guide
to what you should be doing to
beat the thieves!

T

Lock it!
Think of the access points
in your vehicle – the doors,
windows, boot and sunroof

and always make sure they are
closed and locked when the
vehicle is being left unattended.
Most people may think it won’t
matter if they are just nipping in
somewhere but remember the
ten second rule!
Keep Keys Safe
Due to the complex locking
and immobilising systems
employed by modern vehicles,
many thieves will seek to steal
the keys so that they can enter
and start the vehicle quickly
and without drawing attention.
Be conscious of the fact that
thieves will often break into
a home to take the keys, so
don’t leave them in an obvious
place such as on a kitchen
surface or tabletop.
Many people still hang keys
on a rack near the door which
can even be stolen via the
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Gone in ten seconds
zƆƏƆƈƅƏƆƈƋƕƅƏƏƕƈƈ^Ɨèƈ^ƗèƋƍƐƍèƈ^ƆƗ
ƐƆƏƒƋƑƄƋƆƈƐƆƌƈƑƏƅƏêCƑƐƈƍƍƈƈƐƐƆƍî
jƐôƓƆƐƈƆƒƆƐƏƈƊƆê

Introduction
s we move into the 21st century we are seeing many significant changes

A

in the world, and as we all change the way that we live we can see that
crime is adapting to these changes. Cyber crime, card fraud, online scams
– although the many more common forms of crime remain, there are now

new perils in the way that we live and do business. It is reassuring therefore to
know that the police are moving forward also and staying one step ahead of the
criminals that try to take that which we work so hard for. In this issue we take a
look at the incredible developments in crime prevention that we would only have
seen in science fiction movies as recently as a decade ago. Flying robots, predictive
software and hi-tech gadgets are becoming the norm now and give us an idea
of just how much of a role technology plays in our safety. Further articles in the
magazine serve to remind us of other dangers of modern crime including how we
can all take precautions when shopping online, and protecting our identity.
We are also taking a look at the constant dangers that the emergency services are
facing in the line of duty. It is hard to believe that firefighters, paramedics and police
officers face assaults on a daily basis whilst putting their lives on the line to save
others, and yet it is the very real face of modern heroism.
Perhaps one of the most challenging problems that we all face today is the threat
of terrorism. The possibility of further terrorist attacks in the UK grows more real
every day and we are pleased to feature a report on the role that we can all play in
helping to reduce the risk to ourselves and others.
Above all we hope that you find this magazine not only interesting, but also
informative. We hope we will achieve our goal of offering advice that can assist the
police in making life more difficult for criminals and terrorists, and helping us all to
protect everything from our businesses and homes to our lives.
Best regards,

The Editor
CommunityFirstInitiative
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Dont Keep it to

As the tension in the middle
east, Africa and east Europe
continues to escalate we must,
more than ever, be aware not
only of what we can do to avoid
falling victim to terrorists but
also of the role each and every
one of us can play in assisting
the emergency services and
the military in combating the
real and ongoing threat. We
must all be aware that people
from all different backgrounds,
races and faith are able to
pull together to help to tackle
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terrorism. With increased
vigilance amongst the public
and the business community
this
potentially
provides
millions more opportunities
to identify and assist in the
prevention of terrorist activity.
The Enemy Within
Terrorists are difficult to spot.
They can blend in with everyday
life with frightening ease and live
amongst us undetected whilst
they are collating information,
materials and reconnaissance
necessary to carry out or assist
in terrorist activity. But they
need certain things in order
to do this and it can these
materials and equipment, their
financial activity or the use
of false documents that can
give them away. The police
and the government have
many methods of becoming
aware of them but often the
most accurate and important
information can be that which
is obtained and passed on by
workmates, neighbours, friends
and even family members.

You should trust your
instincts and inform the
police. It could be nothing,
it could be a criminal gang
planning a raid or it could
be terrorist activity.

‘‘

errorism has long cast
a shadow over the lives
of British people. Within
most of our lifetimes
there has been activity that
has killed and maimed innocent
people,
caused
massive
disruption and instilled a
sense of fear into our minds.
Many years now after the IRA
troubles had ceased, we faced
the new threat of attacks on
our mainland from other areas,
less close to home, but no less
dangerous and terrifying.

...................................................................................................................................................................................

Yourself
T
‘‘
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Surveillance
Terrorists will use surveillance
to help plan their attacks. It
can help to be conscious of
anyone taking photographs or
recording footage of a particular
site or premises. They could be
concentrating on the security
measures such as the CCTV
cameras, alarm boxes, fencing
and entrances. Has it made you
suspicious? You should trust your
instincts and inform the police. It
could be nothing, it could be a
criminal gang planning a raid or
it could be terrorist activity.
Communication
The ability to communicate
with one another is of paramount
importance to terrorists. They
need to plan meetings or
buy materials and chemicals.
To avoid possible detection
they use multiple anonymous
pay-as-you go mobile phones
and swap SIM cards and
handsets.
Further Examples Of Suspicious
Activity Can Include:
Vehicles - Terrorists need
transport. If you work in
commercial vehicle hire or sales,
CommunityFirstInitiative

has a sale or rental made you
suspicious? Does a neighbour
or workmate often change
their vehicle?
Identification - Terrorists use
multiple identities. Do you
know someone with documents
in different names for no
obvious reason?
Chemicals - Terrorists can use
these to make explosives. Do
you know someone buying
unusually large quantities of
chemicals for no apparent
reason? Also, handling such
things can be dangerous so be
conscious of the appearance
of protective clothing or masks
and goggles being purchased or
disposed of somewhere.
Spending Habits - Terrorists
need funding. Cheque and
credit card fraud are often used
to generate cash. Have you
encountered any suspicious
transactions?
Online Habits - Terrorists
use computers. Do you know
someone who visits terroristrelated websites?

Travelling - Terrorists need
to travel. Meetings, training
and planning can take place
anywhere. Do you know
someone who travels but
is vague about where they
are going?
Accommodation - Are you
aware of someone wanting a
short term rental, paid with
cash, for no apparent reason.
Make It Your Business To Know
About Terrorism!
Since the threat faced by the
IRA, and of course from the
7/7 attacks, we know that
terrorists often choose public
places, frequented by as many
people as possible, to attempt to
achieve a horrifying loss of life.
But terrorism is changing. If ever
there was a clear warning to us
all, the recent lone wolf terrorist
attacks in London and Paris, on
individuals show us that bombs
are no longer the only way that
terrorists choose to operate.
But whether it is the threat from
a gun, knife or bomb attack,
business owners in particular
can play a role in ensuring that
not only their own businesses,

their staff and customers are
as safe as possible, but also the
public as a whole. A business is
often a place where numerous
people gather, which makes
them a target. The following
advice can serve as a good
reminder of what business
owners should be doing to help
stay safe, so be aware of:
Your Location
Think about the location of your
business premises – terrorists
often seek to cause maximum
damage and disruption so if you
are in a busy city centre location,
perhaps next to a bus or train
station, then this could make
you a convenient premises to
launch an attack. You would be
assumed not to have the same
security measures as a more
obvious place to attack so if you
are a customer facing business
then be aware of the people
that enter your premises, be
vigilant and if you are suspicious
then you can call the police
on the non emergency number
of 101.

station. Crowded transportation
as we also know, is a target, so
if you run an independent coach
or travel company, be aware of
your passengers.
Protect Any Weak Spots/
Identify Weaknesses
As ever, the usual crime
prevention measures that are
recommended for businesses
will make it more difficult not
only for criminals but also for
terrorists too. You may have
an additional responsibility to

think not only of the effects of
potential crime, but also of the
possible effects of terrorism.
Review your basic security
measures; know the access
points of your business, be
vigilant in the recruitment of
staff (follow up references and
if you think it is necessary run a
police background check.) above
all, if you are in any doubt about
any staff or customers then
don’t keep it to yourself! For
further advice, please contact
your local police.

The Nature Of Your Business
We know from previous terrorist
activity both here and abroad
that a busy pub or restaurant
is attractive to terrorists. It is a
location where large numbers of
people congregate in an informal
environment. Again, they are
aware that although there may
be a form of security, a friendly
and relaxed atmosphere is often
the reason people go to a location
to drink and it will be nothing on
the scale of an airport or train
CommunityFirstInitiative
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Banks and other legitimate
businesses don’t ask for
sensitive information via
email. Don’t respond to
any request for financial
information that comes to
you in an email.

.......................................................................................................
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Be on guard
i
online
he advance of the
internet has meant
that more of us than
ever now make online
purchases. Anything from a
new car to the weekly groceries
can be ordered and paid for over
the internet and unfortunately
this has opened a massive
window of opportunity for
criminals. The following advice
is useful for all online shoppers
and the general rule of thumb
is that if you are unsure about
a company, an individual or
an offer, it is best to either
make enquiries or avoid the
process altogether.

T

1. If it looks too good to be
true, it probably is
Beware of so called “get rich
quick” schemes or products
with extraordinary claims
or financial products with
extraordinary returns. Use
some common sense before
purchasing or signing up to
products and services. If in
doubt ask the advice of a friend
or family member, or contact
Action Fraud for free advice.
2. Shop at secure websites
A
secure
website
will
use protective encryption
technology
to
transfer
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information from your computer
to the online merchant’s
computer system which keeps
safe confidential information
such as credit card details.
3. Research the merchant
before placing an order
Do business with companies
you know and trust. Reliable
companies should advertise
their physical business address
and at least one phone number,
either for customer service or for
ordering products. You should be
wary of a company that does not
offer this information, and only
offers a contact email form etc.
Call the phone number and ask
questions to determine if the
business is legitimate.
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4. Read the website’s privacy
and security policies
Read the terms and conditions
of the contract to make sure
you understand the delivery
options/charges, return policy,
and product or service warranty.
For international transactions,
ensure you are aware of the
current exchange rate and any
applicable duties and taxes.
Ensure the business has a fair
and clear process for complaints
and/or cancelling orders.
5. What is the safest way to pay?
The safest way to pay online is
with a credit card or a debit card
because consumers can dispute
the charges if something goes
wrong. Using a single credit card

for all online purchases can make
it easier to track any irregularity
on your account.
You can dispute a transaction if:
Mail order goods fail to arrive, or
arrive broken, or faulty;
You get charged for a transaction
twice, or for a higher amount
than you authorised;
You cancel a direct debit authority
but the merchant is still directly
debiting your account;
Your credit card is stolen and
is being used illegally to buy
things – either by forging your
signature or buying things over
the telephone or online.
Unless the merchant can establish
that you, or a secondary card

holder, did in fact receive
the goods or authorise the
transaction, the reversal will
remain in place. Time limits do
apply to reversing transactions,
so
always
check
your
statements carefully and take
immediate action if you cannot
account for a transaction that
you see. Statements can also
be checked via telephone and
Internet banking.
6. Provide only necessary
information about yourself
Sometimes businesses request
large amounts of information
they don’t need, so think
about limiting the amount of
information you provide. Never
send your credit card number
by email.

9. Check the website address
By checking the web address of
the company and typing in the
URL (Uniform Resource Locater),
you can make sure that you are
dealing with the correct company.
Banks and other legitimate
businesses don’t ask for sensitive
information via email. Don’t
respond to any request for
financial information that comes
to you in an email. Don’t click
on any link embedded within a
suspicious email, and always call
the retailer or financial institution

to verify your account status
before divulging any information.
Buyers can also research a
website to see how long the site
has been online and where it
is hosted.
10. Install and keep up to date
a firewall, anti-virus software
and anti-spyware software
This provides additional layers
of protection that help to reduce
your risk of exposure from viruses
that can rob your computer of
valuable personal information.

7. Save all transaction details
Print out or make note of
the
seller’s
identification,
the item description and the
time, date and price you paid
or the bid on the item. Print
and save copies of your order
confirmation screen and all
email communications. Keeping
careful details of all transactions
will prove essential if you suspect
fraudulent activity.
8. Keep your password private
Most e-commerce websites
require shoppers to log-in before
placing or viewing an order.
The shopper is usually required
to provide a username and a
password. Never reveal your
password to anyone, and be
conscious of using a password
that can be guessed easily.
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MAY THE
FORCE BE
WITH YOU!
The Future Of Policing
We may be a few years away
from Robocop style law
enforcement, but the reality
of the huge advancements in
technology is one embraced
by the police force. Their ability
to implement change and
incorporate it into their skills for
fighting crime mean that they
are staying one step ahead of
the criminals. Here’s a look at
some of the modern methods
employed by the police both
here and around the world,
and a glimpse at the future
of policing!
Social Media
The use of social media sites
such as Facebook and Twitter
is now ubiquitous throughout
the world. Consequently it now
has an increasing presence in
crime fighting in a number of
ways. Most UK forces now have
their own Facebook page which
is used to help in a number
of ways.
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Ï Facebook
allows
forces
to share new content and
information
relating
to
services, initiatives, meetings,
events and campaigns.
Ï An RSS feed from press
releases can be published on
a force’s website;
Ï Links to relevant online
media coverage;
Ï Information and links that
are relevant to police work
and the services they provide
as well as asking questions
to gauge public opinion
on a range of formal and
informal topics.
All of this helps people to feel
that they have a direct link to
their local force, and increases
the benefits of community
policing. The police are able to
issue appeals for witnesses
to crimes, and post warnings
about topical issues such as
increases in bogus callers in a
certain area.
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In addition to using Facebook
to reach out to the public and
spread the word about vigilance
and community issues, the
police are also very aware that
Facebook and social media in
general has led to criminals
making some woefully silly
mistakes about their crimes!
Check these examples out for
an idea of just how stupid some
criminals can be!

the crook was soon arrested
and deported!

The nanny who was stealing
clothes and jewellery from
her employers but was caught
when they spotted her wearing
them on Facebook photos!

A would-be fraudster tried
to make a fraudulent claim
against his local council by
claiming that he had damaged
his hand after “tripping on a
pothole.” He would have got
away with a considerable
amount of compensation
had he not decided to boast
on Facebook that he had
acquired the injury by hitting
someone in a fight! Rather than
getting a tidy sum of money he
ended up with 100 hours of
community service.

The British fugitive who, whilst
on the run couldn’t resist
posting holiday snaps on his
Facebook account. UK cops
identified the background as
being in Alicante, Spain, and

Police Drones
It isn’t just the internet that
will play an important role in
future policing, but also some
pretty amazing gadgetry too!
Unmanned drones are now

frequently used by the military as
an excellent method of collating
information
or
delivering
ordnance with the minimum of
risk to human life. The use of
them is now extending to police
work who are implementing
them to assist in the fight
against crime. For those of you
who are unfamiliar with them
the drones, or Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV’s) are remote
controlled flying machines that
are highly manoeuvrable and
can be fitted with either regular
or infra red cameras which
can feed images back to the
operator. This of course provides
the opportunity for the police to
patrol areas that are either too
crowded or difficult to reach and
can provide reliable images that
can be used in a prosecution,
or assist in locating missing
persons.
Merseyside police employed the
use of a UAV to notch up the
arrest of a car thief in the Bootle
district of the city recently.
The thieves had abandoned a

stolen vehicle and, assuming
he would be safe, hid in some
undergrowth. The drone fed live
information back to officers via
its thermal camera and ground
patrols successfully arrested
the man.
Ch Insp Nick Gunatilleke
told reporters: “The force is
continually looking to use new
technology to help in its fight
against crime and these arrests
demonstrate the value of
having something like the UAV
as a resource.
“In this case the UAV’s thermal
imaging camera was particularly
helpful in identifying where one
of the suspects was hiding by
detecting the body heat he was
giving off.
“It also has a wealth of other
technology on board and we
will use it whenever we can to
support other resources such
as the force helicopter and dog
patrols in dealing with incidents
when they arise.”

Here is an idea of the
specifications of the UAV,
and as they become more
technologically
advanced
they will undoubtedly lead
to more arrests and a safer
neighbourhood for us all, so
criminals – watch the skies!
Rotor blades: Four 37cm (15ins)
carbon fibre blades mounted on
ends of lightweight arms.
Antenna: Picks up signal from
remote control handset and
transmits images to controller.
Camera: Operates at up to
500m (1,640ft), with option for
infra red images.
Central drum: Houses GPS
system, which can be used to
fly drone, a rechargeable battery
and other key electronics.
Remote control: Used to fly the
drone and operate the camera.
Video glasses: Allow ‘pilot’ to
see what is being filmed and to
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operate the drone when out of
direct sight.
Average weight: Under 900g
(2lbs).
Size: 70cm (28ins) across.
Operational flying time: Over
20 minutes.
Noise: Less than 65 decibels
at 3m.
Take off/Landing: Vertical.
Facial Recognition Glasses
Now we are really stepping into
the future! Many of you will
have seen the Robocop movies
and will be familiar with the
character’s ability to “recognise”
criminals wanted by the police
via his hi-tech helmet. Well step
aside Hollywood because the
real thing is now being used!
Police in Dubai are already
utilising Google glass hands
free spectacles that are able to
use facial recognition software
to link the features of someone
they are looking at to a database
of wanted people.
The device can then alert the
police officer of the match and
allow them to make an arrest.
The New York Police Department
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are also trialling this amazing
technology so it is inevitable that
it will be used in the UK at some
point also. Could be a good time
to open a false moustache shop.
Seeing The Future
So from technology that helps
the police to see who has
committed a crime in the past,
how about technology that can
see a crime being committed
in the future? Believe it or not
it exists and is being used here
in the UK. The Metropolitan
police have undertaken a
pilot study of software which
can identify which criminals
are most likely to commit a
future crime.
The software examines the
criminal history of a known
gang member whilst analysing
postings on social networks and
the internet in order to assess the
likelihood of them re-offending.
During the study, data from a
number of crime reporting and
criminal intelligence systems
were merged together and,
combined with the new software,
it generated a score showing the
probability that a known gang
member would commit violent
crime in the near future. This is
not the first use of software in
this way though, as UK forces

have also tested PredPol, which
is now being used in a third of
the LA Police Department’s 21
geographic policing divisions,
and officers on patrol are
equipped with maps sprinkled
with a dozen or more red boxes
indicating high probabilities of
criminal activity.
Predpol uses algorithms that
analyse data including details
of the locations of recent crimes
in the city, gang activities and
the known addresses of known
criminals. For now, the LAPD
is focusing on burglary, vehicle
break-ins and car theft – three
types of crime that in recent
times made up more than half
of the roughly 100,000 crimes
recorded in LA.
So we can see that police
forces worldwide are putting
the incredible technological
advancements available to
excellent use. Rather than
replacing traditional policing
skills though they are being
used in conjunction with them
so that the combination of more
familiar methods of detective
work and bravery, with the most
amazing gadgets available,
means that we are hopefully
moving forwards into a safer,
more secure future.

Have you
checked your
smoke alarm?

STAY
ALIVE!
For more information
contact your local
Fire Station
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Bike Theft
..................................................................................................................
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There is little that will stop
a very determined bike thief
from getting their target;
however you can certainly
undertake a number of
steps to make it as hard as
possible for them. Follow
these tips to lock thieves
out and ensure your bike
remains as safe and secure
as possible.

f ever a sport has seen
enjoyed a rapid increase
in popularity over recent
years, it is cycling. Fuelled by
the success of athletes such as
Bradley Wiggins and Chris Hoy
who have become household
names in the UK, the explosion
in popularity means that more
of us than ever are opting for
two wheels rather than four.
And the bikes themselves
have evolved to new levels of
excellence – whilst still being
by far the cheaper option than
running a car or using public
transport, it is not unusual for
people to be purchasing bikes
valued at hundreds, or even
thousands of pounds. This,

I

unfortunately, means that to a
thief, bicycle theft constitutes
a relatively low risk, high
reward crime. The police offer
the following advice to bicycle
owners so you can make sure
the thieves get on their bike,
and not yours!
Keep Your Bike Secure
There is little that will stop a
very determined bike thief from
getting their target; however
you can certainly undertake
a number of steps to make it
as hard as possible for them.
Follow these tips to lock
thieves out and ensure your
bike remains as safe and secure
as possible.
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Get your bike security marked
and registered at BikeRegister.
Getting your bike security
marked and registered will act
as a visible deterrent to bike
thieves. They will be aware that
if they are caught in possession
of a registered bike, the rightful
owner can be traced and they
will be arrested.
Record details of your bike such
as the frame number (normally
found underneath the bike
between the pedals or where the
back wheel slots in), BikeRegister
number, other distinguishing
features, and take a photo.
Use locks of gold 'Sold Secure'
standard. Also, use two different
types of lock, with at least one
being a high quality D-lock. It
takes thieves a few seconds
to cut through poor quality
locks - make it as difficult for
them as possible. Although D

locks can cost more, you should
offset this against the value of
your bike, raised insurance and
inconvenience.
High value bikes can often
be stolen to order – popular
mountain bike trails have car
parks and thieves will know
these are a hotspot for high end
bikes. Be conscious of leaving
your bike on a rack on your car
then going to a café etc. This is
a good time for thieves to strike
so make sure you can see your
vehicle at all times, and consider
using a lock to secure your bike
to the rack.
Lock The Frame And Both Wheels
To The Cycle Parking Stand
Make the locks and bike hard to
manoeuvre. Secure your bike as
close to the stand as possible.
If you are able then take parts
that are easy to remove with

you. For example, saddles and
wheels. Many bikes now feature
quick release skewers and easily
removable seatposts - these
can be of value to thieves - or
use secure skewers, which
can help by securing the bike's
components to the frame
permanently, making it difficult
for thieves to steal parts.
Think of the location that you are
leaving your bike in – is it well lit?
Is it covered by CCTV? Basically,
you should think like the thief
and ask yourself if it is an easy
place to steal it from.

or unusual features or parts)
and as many identifying details
as possible. If you don’t have
the serial number, register the
bike anyway, with all details and
photos.
Contact Your Insurance
Company
Check your policy documents to
see if your bike was insured, if so,
your insurance company needs
to be informed immediately.
Give them all the details as you
would the police.

Get Alerts From Ebay And
Gumtree On Bikes That Match
Your Bike.
If you don’t already have
one, sign up for an eBay and
Gumtree account and create a
saved search on the make and
model of the bike (example:
Specialised Rockhopper) this
will provide you with automatic
daily emails for any new bikes
posted that match your make/
model. If you see your bike on
eBay or Gumtree, report this to
the police.

Take the same care to lock your
bike securely at home. Just
because it is under cover, don’t
assume it is out of the reach
of thieves! Bikes get stolen
from
communal
hallways,
outbuildings, garages, sheds etc.
every day.
Don't consider buying a stolen
second-hand bike. It may seem
like you are getting a bargain but
it perpetuates the profits for the
thieves, constitutes handling
stolen goods and will be taken
off you if traced. Insist on proof
of ownership and check the bike
frame number at BikeRegister.
If Your Bike Is Stolen
File a police report as soon as
possible. As long as you know
your bike’s serial number you
will be able to file a police report.
Fill in as much info as you can
(photo, proof of ownership
if available (original receipt,
registration details, any unique
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Dealing with M
As we know, our emergency services spend countless hours dealing with
unnecessary work. One of the key problems is with people going directly to A & E
with minor injuries that could be dealt with either by a GP, a medical centre, or even
at home. The following guide contains injuries that many people consider going to
accident and emergency with, but most can be dealt with safely by yourself or a
family member or friend. If in doubt, always call the NHS helpline or your doctor.

(

Injury: Contusions( ( Bruises

A bruise is caused by damaged capillaries bleeding under the skin. This is often caused by a trauma
to the part of the body where the bruise appears. It will usually be visible, appearing as a blue/purple/
black colouration.

TREATMENT
The best way to deal with a person with bruising is to use the RICE technique!
R - Rest the area where the bruising is occurring
I - Apply Ice (over a covering to avoid freezer burn)
C - Compress the area
E - Elevate (if possible)
The RICE technique is also useful when dealing with strains and sprains.

Injury: Minor Cuts / Grazes)
Although they may not even bleed, minor cuts are a source of discomfort and can also leave the body
exposed to infections. Grazing will involve the top layer of the skin (epidermis) being rubbed away
and exposing nerve endings.

TREATMENT
Inspect the wound for any embedded objects and clean the affected area with sterile wipes. If there
is continuous bleeding then apply pressure to the wound. Apply a sterile dressing to the area.
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Minor Injuries
Injury: Minor burns and scalds
Many thousands of people are affected by these every week due to the fact that the main causes are
something that most of us are regularly exposed to such as:
Radiation – Sunlight, sunbeds
Direct Heat – Irons, kettles, cookers, machinery
Electricity – domestic supply appliances
Extreme Cold – freezing temperatures, frozen objects
Chemicals – industrial or domestic
Scalds – hot liquids, fats, steam.

TREATMENT
Ï`ƆƌƒƆƐƆƑƏƅƆƇƐƆƄƑƏƗƇƆƋƕƍƈƄƋƆ
Ï`ƆƌƒƆƅƋƐƈƇƏƌƐƆƏƆƗƇƋƑƐƆƓƑƗƓƈƐƐƆƍƈƗƓƐƆƏƇƏƌƈƈƌƑƌƇƐƆƌƈƑƐƆê
Ï`ƆƌƒƆƉƆƓƆƋƋƆƏƕƇƏƌƏƑƗƐƆƈƐƆƇƐƆƓƑƗê
Ï#ƐƏƆƌƒƆƕƐƈƐƐƈƐƑƅƊƐƐƆƄƑƏƐƊƈê
Ï0ƏƆƋƆƅƐƏƈƅƋƄƑƏèƆƑƏƆƐƐƐƆƑƏƅƆƄƆƆƗƈƅƆƅƐƆƗê
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Injury: FOREIGN OBJECTS
A foreign object is anything that finds its way into the body. This could be via an open wound, or into
an orifice such as the ears, nose or eyes.

TREATMENT
If a foreign object enters the ear it can cause infection and perforation of the ear drum but no
ƐƐƆƌƍƐƑƋƗƄƆƌƗƆƐƏƆƌƒƆƐƆƄƉƆƅƐƐƈƅƑƋƗƓƏƆƐƆƈƐƑƐƈê#ƅƒƆƏƐƆƆƏ
with a dry sterile dressing and seek qualified medical attention. In the case of an insect entering the
ear you can flood the ear with clean water to flush it out.
In the event of a foreign object entering the nose there is a risk of infection, breathing difficulties and
nosebleeds. If possible you should advise the patient to breathe through their mouth and again seek
medical advice for the removal of the object.
A foreign object entering the eye can puncture the eye itself or scratch the delicate surface. This can
ƅƑƆƍƆƏƌƆƐƗƌƆƗƈƐƈƐƆƏƆƇƏƆƒƆƏƕƈƌƍƏƐƐƐƇƋƋƓƐƈƗƒƈƅƆê0ƈƏƐƋƕèƋƐƑ
the eye may be itchy you should advise the patient not to rub it as this could cause more serious
damage. If possible ask the casualty to pull their top lid upwards and bottom lid downwards and
open their eye wide to allow you to observe if there are any visible objects in the eye. Ask the casualty
to look up down and side to side as this will encourage tears which may flush out the object. If the
foreign object is a small insect then eyewash may help to remove it. If the problem persists then seek
qualified medical advice and in the meantime cover the eye with a dry sterile dressing.
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Front Line
Heroes
...........................................................................................................................................................
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A
paramedic
was
assaulted while treating a
casualty who was injured
in a crash in Leicester.
- No one was seriously
injured in the collision
but whilst the paramedic
was treating one of the
drivers she was assaulted
and received significant
injuries.

riday night in almost
every A & E department
in the UK, sees a similar
picture being painted.
Doctors, nurses and all the
important staff that play a role
in the efficient safe running
of a hospital department, all
working to the best of their
ability to ensure the repair of
the injured, wounded and sick.

F

Given that it is their expertise
that saves lives, one would
like to think that the recipients
of such expert care would be
grateful. Unfortunately the
truth is that a member of
hospital staff can often be as
likely to get a black eye as they
are a thank you card.
Attacks on NHS staff have seen
an increase in recent years, and
one reason may be attributable
to the increase in attacks being
reported due to encouragement

from their employer. Whereas
in the past many minor assaults
may have been accepted as
an occupational hazard, the
NHS is keen to ensure as
many prosecutions are carried
out against perpetrators as
possible to send a message
to the masses that it will not
be tolerated, and that the
consequences will be harsh.
This is not as clear-cut as it
seems though, as the steepest
rise in attacks is carried out
by patients who are receiving
treatment and can argue
that their condition was a
contributory factor in making
the attack which according
to experts means that a
criminal conviction is unlikely.
One also has to consider the
possibility of an assault from
a patient with mental health
problems or in pain, so it is
not as straightforward as you
may think.
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attending a 999 call when he
suffered a fractured skull after
being beaten as he tried to
protect a female crew mate who
was being attacked. He spent
four days recovering in Royal
Preston Hospital.

Whilst there are occurrences
of assaults that may have a
genuine and explainable reason,
many of the assaults on front
line NHS staff are carried out
by aggressive men and women
who are often drunk or high
on drunks and are acting with
malicious intent. This is an all
too real problem for those in the
front line – particularly the brave
paramedics that are called upon
to deal with the problems often
caused by drunkenness in the
UK’s towns and cities.
Attacks on front line NHS staff
are still increasing in certain
counties in the UK, but despite
the risks these brave men and
women still carry out their duty,
despite the very real possibility of
being assaulted. These assaults
CommunityFirstInitiative

can include being punched,
kicked, scratched, bitten and
attacked with weapons ranging
from missiles to knives. For
anyone to be assaulted in such
a manner is deplorable, but for
someone who is actively trying
to save someone’s life almost
defies belief.
A paramedic was assaulted
while treating a casualty
who was injured in a crash in
Leicester. - No one was seriously
injured in the collision but whilst
the paramedic was treating one
of the drivers she was assaulted
and received significant injuries.
A heroic trainee paramedic was
beaten with a baseball bat after
he was called out to save a life.
Trainee James Steel, 26, was

Of course it isn’t just medical
staff that are subjected to
assaults and persecution in
the course of duty. Despite the
incredible danger that they put
themselves in whilst saving lives,
it is hardly believable that anyone
would want to make the job of a
fire-fighter any more difficult,
let alone more dangerous, but
it happens all too often. Firefighters have had bricks, bottles
and stones thrown at them.
They suffer verbal and physical
attacks and in some cases have
had fireworks aimed at them,
been stabbed and been shot at.
Vehicles are attacked as they
respond to calls and life saving
equipment is stolen. These
attacks seriously risk the lives of
our crew and those who depend
on us to reach them in life or
death situations.
These brave heroes risk their
own lives everyday to save
others but a small amount of
mindless thugs continue to
threaten their lives and those
they are trying to help. We all
rely on the fire service to protect
us and any delay resulting from
people obstructing or attacking
them could literally mean
the difference between life
and death.

Yobs in Leeds are believed to
have started a fire deliberately
to attract fire crews so that
they could attack them! West
Yorkshire Fire Service arrived
to tackle two fires. A group of
people emerged from a side
street as the first fire-fighter
exited the truck to investigate.
Within seconds he was forced to
duck from firework rockets shot
at him by the yobs.
In one incident a hoaxer again
lured fire-fighters to a supposed
car fire in Cheshire before
attacking them by throwing
house bricks at them.
A fire appliance attending a blaze
in Merseyside had a petrol bomb
thrown at it as firemen tackled a
rubbish fire.
Violence On The Police
Of all the emergency services,
it is the police who face the
greatest risk of being assaulted
in the line of duty, with
increasing numbers of officers
struggling to effectively and
safely deliver a 24/7 emergency
response to the public in the
face of growing violence, On a
daily basis, the perilous nature
of front line policing shows that
these brave men and women are
regarded by most as the enemy,
and are there to be abused. This
can range from verbal abuse and
threats, to murder.

who lured them to a property in
order to carry out the heinous
crime. Whilst responding to
what they thought would be a
routine call regarding a burglary,
the officers were fatally
wounded in an attack involving
firearms and a hand grenade in
an incident that constituted one
of the darkest days in the history
of modern policing.
Although this was, thankfully, an
isolated incident, there is not a
day goes by when officers are not
facing danger in the line of duty.
Imagine the courage required to
deal with an outbreak of violence
whilst heavily outnumbered
at festivals, football matches
or riots. The bravery needed
to enter a darkened, derelict
building unarmed, whilst in
pursuit of dangerous, violent
criminals. The resilience and
disregard for the consequences
to themselves when involved
in breaking up fights between
gangs of armed youths, drunk
and high on drugs. But it is not

just drunken idiots and organised
criminal gangs that are a danger.
Interception of internet “chatter”
amongst suspected terrorists
in the UK has lead to officers
in some forces being advised
to exhibit increased vigilance
and awareness regarding their
personal safety. The police are
a vital part of the fight against
terrorism in the UK and are seen
as potential targets for terrorist
cells, or “lone wolf” terrorists.
The internal ‘force threat level’
has now been raised from
moderate to substantial, the
third of five levels of severity,
meaning the chance that a
terrorist will target an officer is
regarded as a ‘strong possibility’.
By the very nature of police work,
officers regularly risk their own
safety to protect the communities
they serve, and it is unlikely that
front line policing could ever be risk
free, but this does not mean that
the frequent exposure to assaults
should become an acceptable
aspect of policing.

There was considerable media
coverage of the two female police
officers murdered in Greater
Manchester by a local gangster
CommunityFirstInitiative
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Any ‘phone calls you receive
from banks asking you
to update your personal
information should be treated
with extreme caution. Call the
switchboard of the company
in question (you can often find
the number on statements and
documents you have been
sent previously) and ask to be
put through to the person that
called you.
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Identity Fraud
Identity fraud is best described
as the use of that stolen identity
in criminal activity to obtain
goods or services by deception.

If you’re a victim of identity
theft, it can lead to fraud that
can have a direct impact on
your personal finances and
could also make it difficult for
you to obtain loans, credit cards
or a mortgage until the matter
is resolved.

Fraudsters can use your
identity details to:
Ï Open bank accounts
Ï Obtain credit cards, loans and
state benefits
Ï Order goods in your name
Ï Take over your existing
accounts
Ï Take out mobile phone
contracts
Ï Obtain genuine documents
such as passports and driving
licences in your name

dentity theft occurs when
criminals access enough
personal
information
about your identity (such
as your name, date of birth,
current or previous addresses)
to commit identity fraud.
Identity theft can take place
whether the fraud victim is
alive or deceased.
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Stealing an individual’s identity
details does not, on its own,
constitute identity fraud. But
using that identity for any of the
above activities does.
The first you know of it may be
when you receive bills or invoices
for things you haven’t ordered,
or when you receive letters from
debt collectors for debts that
aren’t yours.
Types of Fraud and Identity Theft
There are a variety of ways
criminals can gain personal
information about you to commit
identity fraud. If you know what
to look out for though, there is a
much better chance of protecting
yourself. Below are some of the
more common ways that your
identity can be compromised.
Online Information
Information can be gained
from transactions made online
with disreputable retailers, by
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computer viruses which can
intercept and send direct to
the criminal information you
type or simply by information
you post on the internet.
Many of us now use social
networking sites like Facebook
with large amounts of personal
information available for others
to see at the click of a button.
Be aware of who you accept as
a “friend”, and conscious of the
type of information that they
would then be privy to. Criminals
may gain your trust via a social
networking site and slowly build
up more information about you
in order to steal your identity.
Bin Raiding
This is something that most
people can easily overlook,
but ask yourself what kind of
information you regularly place
in an outside bin! A determined
criminal would not be averse to
sifting through bins and rubbish
to find personal information.

Surveys show that around 80
per cent of household waste
contained at least one piece of
personal information that could
be of use to criminals. This can
often include such private and
useful information as utility bills,
bank statements, insurance
documents and even personal
letters. A small home shredder
is an inexpensive piece of kit
that could save you a lot of time
and distress.
Intercepted Mail
Sometimes fraudsters can
intercept your mail and gain a
wealth of personal information.
This is more likely if you live in
shared accommodation, have
a communal letterbox or move
house and do not get your mail
forwarded to your new address.
Whenever you move address,
please ensure that you have
taken the necessary steps to
alert the people who write to you
of the change, and ensure that

you receive acknowledgement
that they have made a record of
this rather than just telling them
over the ‘phone.
Phishing
Phishing is the name given to the
scam of sending emails at random
that claim to be from a genuine
company such as a bank or credit
card company. These messages
often claim it is necessary to
“update” or “verify” your customer
account information and they urge
you to click on a link from the email
that takes you to a bogus website.
Information entered on the website
(which can often appear to be a
genuine site) such as a user name,
password or memorable data, will
be captured by the criminals for their
own fraudulent purposes and could
allow them to get access to your
real account.
Calls from your “bank”
Any ‘phone calls you receive from
banks asking you to update your

personal information should be
treated with extreme caution. Call
the switchboard of the company
in question (you can often find
the number on statements and
documents you have been sent
previously) and ask to be put
through to the person that called
you. Remember also that banks will
never ask you to reveal your account
pin number.
Card Skimming
“Skimming” occurs when your credit
card is cloned by copying your card
information with a special device.
This usually happens if you hand
your card over to someone who
takes it out of sight to run through
the transaction, so it is important
that you are always wary of such
requests. Credit and debit card
information can sometimes be
copied when criminals tamper with
ATM cash points, so do not use them
if they appear in any way suspicious
or tampered with. This form of crime
is particularly rife in other countries

so if the machine looks scratched,
damaged, or there are wires visible
do not use it.
Theft of Wallet or Purse
For most people, your purse or
wallet is likely to contain not just
cash but also a goldmine of valuable
personal information, such as credit
and debit cards, driving licences and
membership cards. If it is stolen,
think carefully about what that
information could be useful for to a
criminal and take appropriate action
to alert the police, banks and other
companies to the theft.
Remember: Don’t delay - take
action straight away!
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Rogue Traders &
Bogus Callers
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Bogus callers commit a
horrible distressing crime
which, in addition to being out
of pocket or burgled, often
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Although the use of ID cards
is helpful in identifying
people who are genuinely
calling from a company
or organisation, bogus
callers can also use this to
their advantage, so don’t
just accept a quick flash of
a card as authenticating
the persons ID.
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How Do They Do It?
These bogus callers are skilled
at what they do – they gain
entry to your property using
lies and deceit rather than a
crowbar and screwdriver, but
the end result is the same.
They will target the naïve, the
elderly, and even the disabled;
but are so proficient and
convincing that they can dupe
all but the most cautious home
or business owner. A bogus
caller incident is typically an
incident where the caller gave
false or misleading details
to gain entry to premises or
obtain work, and either by their
manner, actions or persistence
stole or otherwise deceived
or confused the occupant into
parting with cash or property.

...........................................................................................................................................................

nown by the police as
“Distraction Burglars”,
but call them what you
will – it all amounts
to the same thing which is
a criminal or criminals using
sneaky, devious tactics to try
and gain entry to our homes and
businesses. Many will employ
the use of false ID, or try and
convince their victim that they
are calling in relation to work
that needs doing on your home
or business premises. Others
will come across as insurance
or bank representatives, the list
is almost endless and as they
ply their evil trade it serves to
undermine the good reputation
of honest businesspeople.
We would like to bring to your
attention some of the more
common ruses employed
by these people in order to
raise heightened awareness
of their scams and help you to
stay safe.
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leaves the victim frustrated
and embarrassed to have
fallen for the ruse – particularly
distressing for the elderly.
They happily compromise the
confidence and safety of honest
people and leave them as
victims of crime whilst in their
own home or place of work.
Bogus callers who are there to
burgle know where most people
leave their most treasured
possessions – they have
experience and know how to get
to the right place quickly to take
cash, jewellery, in fact anything
of value.
Other bogus callers are rogue
traders who will remark that
they noticed there is some form
of damage to the exterior of your
house – tricking you that maybe
your garden or driveway needs
urgent attention.
There is simply no need to feel
ashamed if you have fallen
prey to them because they are
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masters of their trade and are
very believable. They focus on
the precious side of human
nature that is prepared to trust
a stranger. They can take on
many forms, dress as utility
workers, tradespeople, or even
emergency services workers.
They are particularly persuasive
and articulate and can easily
talk their way into people’s
homes.
Beating The Bogus Caller
STOP! - Are you expecting anyone?
Be cautious, representatives
from water, gas and electric
companies rarely visit without
appointments. If there’s a
real emergency, police and
firefighters are likely to be
present.
CHAIN! - Always use door chain
and lock your back doors and
windows before answering your
front door – thieves are known
to work in pairs, one entering
through the back door while the
other knocks at the front.

CHECK! - If your door has a
spyhole then use it as your first
line of defence – if you don’t like
the look of the person at your
door then trust your instincts
and do not open it!
ID Cards
Although the use of ID cards
is helpful in identifying people
who are genuinely calling from
a company or organisation,
bogus callers can also use this
to their advantage, so don’t just
accept a quick flash of a card as
authenticating the persons ID.
Ask for and check carefully their
identification, even if they have
a pre-arranged appointment.
Genuine callers will carry
one from the business or
organisation they represent.
Check The Expiry Date On The
Card – Is It Valid?
Look closely at the photograph
on the card – does it appear to
have been tampered with? Has
something been stuck over it

Know your enemy - Some common lines used by
bogus callers...
These are some of the actual words that have been used by bogus callers. Familiarise yourself
with them and advise your family or staff to do the same.

Ï I need to check the water/turn the water off (I’m laying pipes / water main has burst).
ÏI’m from the water board and need to check your tap water is safe for drinking.
ÏI can see from your exterior walls that there may be a damp problem, I need to come in and check.
ÏThere has been a gas leak around the corner and we need to check your supply.
ÏMY kids have lost their football/kite/puppy/cat.
ÏCan I use your toilet?
ÏI’m diabetic, can I have a cup of tea please.
ÏCan I borrow a pen/a piece of paper to write a note?
ÏI’m interested in buying antiques or books.
ÏYou have won a competition prize – I need to pop in and confirm your details.
ÏI’m from Age Concern - can I take down the number of your pension book?
ÏThe neighbours tree could damage your house and I need to take some measurements please.
and does it closely match the
person at the door?
If you are not expecting the caller
and they do not carry an ID card,
never let them in.
To check a caller is genuine you
can look up the number in the
phone book or a recent bill and
check it against the card the
caller has given you. Call the
company or organisation that the
person is claiming to represent
and ask them to confirm that
they have sent someone to see
you. Do not just ring the number
on the card – there have been
examples of fake numbers used

with an accomplice answering
the ‘phone to “authenticate”
the caller.
Set up a password with your
electricity‚ gas and water
companies – each password
should be unique but something
you will remember. When a
representative calls at your
home, they will give you this
unique password to confirm
they are legitimate.
If you have any doubts about
whether the caller is genuine,
ask them to leave and come
back at a time that is convenient
to you and when you have had

a chance to ask someone to be
with you.
Tips To Remember!
Try not to keep a large amount of
cash in the house and keep such
important items as your pension
book, savings book, cheque book
and cards well hidden.
Most utilities and service staff
will make an appointment prior
to coming to your house and they
should not turn up unannounced.
If someone you do not know
comes to your house never let
them in until you are absolutely
sure they are genuine.
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Gone in
ten seconds
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Criminals capitalise on
apathy, and if you aren’t as
alert as you should be then
this will be the moment they
strike! In the 21st century
people are more likely than
ever to have high value
items in their car. Items
most commonly stolen from
cars include iPads, Sat
Navs, laptops and smart
phones.

hat’s right – ten
seconds is all it takes for
a criminal to either steal
your car or the valuables
inside it. Car thieves are
quick, silent and frighteningly
efficient so why make their
job easier? Although thefts
of and from vehicles is on the
decline there are still over two
million reported incidents every
year, the majority of which are
avoidable if people were aware
of the simple steps they can
and should take to deter a thief.
Most preventative measures
are low-cost, and largely
involve common sense so
please make use of this guide
to what you should be doing to
beat the thieves!

T

Lock It!
Think of the access points
in your vehicle – the doors,
windows, boot and sunroof

and always make sure they are
closed and locked when the
vehicle is being left unattended.
Most people may think it won’t
matter if they are just nipping in
somewhere but remember the
ten second rule!
Keep Keys Safe
Due to the complex locking
and immobilising systems
employed by modern vehicles,
many thieves will seek to steal
the keys so that they can enter
and start the vehicle quickly
and without drawing attention.
Be conscious of the fact that
thieves will often break into
a home to take the keys, so
don’t leave them in an obvious
place such as on a kitchen
surface or tabletop.
Many people still hang keys
on a rack near the door which
can even be stolen via the
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and bolts for rear and side doors.
Metal up and over doors can
be secured with purpose made
locks fitted to either side, to
reduce leverage. Wooden double
doors can be secured with heavy
hasps and staples and closed
shackle padlocks.

letterbox so bear this in mind
and keep them safe. In 2011,
almost 20000 cars were
stolen by thieves first breaking
into homes to get the keys.
When out, be aware of leaving
them in the pocket of a coat
that you have taken off, or in
a handbag.
Finally, it should go without
saying but unfortunately it
doesn’t so never, ever leave your
keys in the car when you are not
in it! Not even for the shortest
amount of time – an incredible
number of vehicles are stolen
every year by this simple lapse of
concentration so don’t let yours
be one of them! One of the most
common causes of this is in the
winter when people are leaving
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the engine running to clear
windscreens etc. Car thieves are
all too aware of this so stay one
step ahead.
Park Carefully
And we don’t just mean avoid
hitting a lamppost! The location
of your vehicle plays a massive
role in the likelihood of it being
targeted by thieves so try to
park in a well lit, busy area,
preferable one that is covered
by CCTV. This is particularly
important if you are leaving the
vehicle unattended for a long
period of time or overnight.
Garages
The police recommend fitting
your garage with a British
standard 5 level mortice lock,

Valuables
Criminals capitalise on apathy,
and if you aren’t as alert as
you should be then this will be
the moment they strike! In the
21st century people are more
likely than ever to have high
value items in their car. Items
most commonly stolen from
cars include iPads, Sat Navs
(remember to wipe suction
marks from your windscreen –
these are a dead give away to
thieves that there may be a Sat
Nav in the glove compartment!),
laptops, iPods, smart phones,
house keys, cash and clothing.
For anyone who leaves their
jacket in the car whilst going
into a shop you are waving a
flag for any passing thieves.
Even a plastic bag could
attract attention so ensure
there is nothing left visible
your vehicle.
Keeping Your Vehicle Secure
In addition to the above advice
you can make the job even
harder for the budding car thief
by utilising an immobiliser and
a car alarm. Remember that the
use of these can often lead to a
reduction in the cost of insuring
your vehicle and are therefore a
sound investment.

Thank you for supporting
Community First Initiative

Don’t make your
absence easy for
burglars to spot

If you are going away on holiday you can give your home the “lived-in” look by fitting a timer to
your lamps. A timer is an inexpensive device that can be set to switch on house lights to give the
impression that someone is home, and can save you a lot of money and heartache.
For more information please visit: www.communityfirstinitiative.com

